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a b s t r a c t
Absent or weak income effects reported in many contingent valuation studies have cast doubt on the
reliability of the survey method. We ﬁnd that the income effect depends on the type of public good in
question: there is a negative income effect for willingness to pay for recycling, which requires time and effort
for sorting, but a positive effect for the more convenient incineration. Hence, high-income (low-income)
individuals may display less (more) effort on environmental behavior. This stresses the importance of
comprehensive distributional analyses when assessing alternative environmental policies.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Background
Environmental policy always involves distributional issues. There
is empirical evidence that the beneﬁts of publicly provided environmental goods accrue to high-income households (see, e.g., Bergstrom
and Goodman, 1973; Gray and Shadbegian, 2004; Huhtala and Pouta,
2009) and that the costs of abating environmental bads are borne by
low-income households (e.g., Robinson, 1985; Parry et al, 2007).
Moreover, Parry (2004), West (2004), and West and Williams (2004)
have shown that environmental policy based on economic instruments (fees, taxes, and permits) can be regressive. Mitigating negative
environmental impacts may not mean only increased direct costs but
may require changes in behavior and consumption patterns as well.
For example, the purpose of charges on CO2 emissions is to promote
energy saving and to change environmental behavior permanently.
Changing consumption patterns may require increased efforts in
terms of time and inconvenience. If the old saying “time is money” is
true, then it is no longer self-evident whose (opportunity) cost of
time, effort or inconvenience is largest and who loses most due to
environmental policy.
Analysis of distributional impacts requires evaluation of actual and
contingent contributions to public goods. This has traditionally been
done in the environmental economics literature by employing surveys
of “stated preference” methods (e.g. contingent valuation), or
drawing on “revealed preference” data on willingness to pay (WTP)
for a cleaner environment (e.g. the hedonic pricing method) (Haab
and McConnell, 2002). These methods have also been used for
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classifying environmental goods as normal or luxury goods. In this
context, the weak income effects for WTP reported in many empirical
contingent valuation (CV) studies have prompted criticism of the
reliability of the method (Diamond and Hausman, 1994). Flores and
Carson (1997) have informed the controversy by showing that the
income elasticities of demand and WTP are fundamentally different in
that WTP is conditioned on a given quantity change. Yet, insigniﬁcant
income effects are often considered problematic for the reliability of
CV estimates in practice. For example, Schläpfer (2006) investigated
income effects in a meta-analysis of over 60 empirical CV studies and
found that if the income effect was signiﬁcant, it was explained by the
survey protocol rather than by the type of public good. Absent or low
income effects would then cast doubt on the CV surveys.
It is our claim in this study that a closer look at the types of goods
valued reveals that even a negative income effect is a fully plausible
outcome when the provision of the public good requires personal
effort, which, when they become aware of it, prompts respondents to
consider its impact on their welfare. For this purpose, we consider
recycling, which is a prime example of voluntary contributions to a
public good: it is costly to individuals in terms of time and effort or
inconvenience, while the environmental beneﬁts of their contribution
are non-rival, non-excludable and negligible for them in terms of
reduced or avoided public bads in landﬁlls. To test empirically the
hypothesis regarding the impact of inconvenience on income effects,
we use data from a Finnish contingent valuation survey assessing
willingness to pay for public provision of two waste management
options. Consistent with the hypothesis, the income effect is negative
for the recycling option, which requires time and effort, and positive
for the more convenient incineration.
Within the extensive theoretical literature on the voluntary
provision of public goods, our point of departure is closest to the
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spirit of the analytical models developed by Vicary (2000) and
Kotchen (2007). They have modiﬁed the impure public good models
by considering the private provision of a public good to offset a bad.
Yet, the effects of the opportunity costs of offsetting a bad (time and
effort), which differ by income group, have not been considered
in previous studies, and here we make a contribution with our
empirical ﬁndings. In this respect, our applied work is also related to
empirical literature examining the determinants of voluntary
donations to environmental programs (see, e.g., Kotchen and
Moore, 2007; Sterner and Bartelings, 1999). In the context of
recycling behavior, the role of attitudes reﬂecting moral motives has
been examined by Berglund (2006). We focus on willingness to pay
for two disposal options – recycling and incineration – that differ in
terms of time or personal effort required, and elaborate how the
opportunity cost is manifested in different income groups. Our
survey data make it possible to identify the relative importance of
income and an attitudinal variable that reﬂects the conﬁdence of
the respondent in the waste disposal option offered. We show
empirically that it is the type, or the very nature, of the good
valued that explains the negative sign and signiﬁcance of the
income effect. This holds true consistently for the alternative
speciﬁcations of the econometric models applied. Yet, income
effects may be dominated by the respondents' attitudes towards,
or conﬁdence in, their choice of the disposal method.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces the
baseline theoretical model and discusses some implications for the
empirical analysis. The survey data are described in Section 3. Results
of the alternative speciﬁcations of the econometric models applied are
discussed in Section 4. Section 5 concludes with a discussion of the
ﬁndings and their policy implications.
2. Utility Maximization Framework
The analytical basis of our behavioral model is a utility maximization framework including the opportunity cost of time, personal
preferences and moral motivations. In the empirical illustration, we
use survey data from a previous Finnish contingent valuation study,
which is presented in more detail in the next section.
The referendum type data analyzed in a contingent valuation
study are typically ‘yes’ or ‘no’ responses to hypothetical questions
about willingness to pay for various situations involving public goods.
In our application, the survey participants were asked if they would
pay some given amount, or bid, B, to secure their preferred disposal
option, that is, recycling, R, or incineration, I. The response function is
the difference between indirect utility functions in different states,
where the state is determined by the disposal option. We show brieﬂy
the corresponding utility theoretic derivation of the statistical model
for willingness to pay responses as developed by Hanemann (1984).
2.1. Random Utility Model
When applying random utility modeling in practice, one assumes
that the investigator observes the respondents' utility function only
partially. Supposing that the household, h, derives utility, Uhq, from
the disposal method chosen, q, and from money income, y, the
indirect utility function can be written as Vh(q, y; d, s) + hq where
q = R, I. The indirect utility associated with each disposal method is a
function of attitude, that is, how the characteristics of the disposal
option are perceived, d; the respondent/household characteristics
(e.g., age and gender), s; and an additive error term, h, which is
assumed to be independently and identically distributed. The error
term captures the uncertain, or unobservable, part of the utility
function.
Including the cost of the waste disposal method, or bid, B, in the
indirect utility function, Vh(·), one can express the probability P that
the hth household prefers recycling, R, even though it costs an amount

equal to B more than the reference price, τ, that is, the cost of
incineration, I. This is done by comparing the indirect utility functions
of a rationally behaving household. The household chooses recycling
as a disposal method at the bid level offered if it accepts the total cost
of recycling (Bi + τ), or
n
o
P ′ yes′ = P fVh ðR; y−Bi −τ; d; sÞ + hR ≥Vh ðI; y−τ; d; sÞ + hI g
= P fΔV≥ηg = Fη ðΔV Þ;

ð1Þ

where Fη is the cumulative distribution function of η, η = hI − hR. The
utility difference is ΔV = Vh(R, y − B − τ; d, s) − Vh(I, y − τ; d, s), and
the statistical model is chosen based on the distribution assumed for
η.
The cumulative distribution function of the probability of a ‘yes’
answer is a function of the bid. Using the appropriate utility function
and corresponding utility difference, one obtains from the deﬁnition
of the expected value of a non-negative random variable
∞

EðWTPÞ = ∫ Fη ðΔV ðBÞÞdB:

ð2Þ

o

To illustrate how to take into account the inconvenience of effort
and time needed for sorting in the recycling option we need to use a
time constraint. Total time, T, available to the household is allocated to
labor, l, to earning money income or leisure, e, or to the sorting and
other effort required in recycling activities, t, such that the time
constraint of the household is T = l + e + t. Hence, a household willing
to pay a bid of B for recycling has an income of yhR = y − B and a leisure
time constraint of ehR = T − l − t, whereas one preferring incineration
has an income of yhI = y and a time constraint of ehI = T − l. Following
the exposition of Amemiya (1981, p. 1490), we assume that the
general utility functions elaborated above are linear, that is
UhR = VhR + hR = αR + dhR β + shR θ + yhR γ + ehR π + hR
UhI = VhI + hI = αI + dhI β + shI θ + yhI γ + ehI π + hI :

ð3Þ

Plugging in the incomes, yhR and yhI, and the time constraints, ehR
and ehI, we obtain a difference for the observable part of the utility
function ΔV = VhR − VhI, or
ΔV = α + dβ + sθ−Bγ−tπ:

ð4Þ

where α = αR − αI, d = dhR − dhI and s = shR − shI. The utility difference
indicates that the probability of willingness to pay for recycling
decreases with the bid level (B), but the impact of income cancels out
in a linear utility model as shown by Hanemann (1984). Yet, the
inclusion of a separate constraint for time endowment shows a
negative impact of the time requirement (t). As is common practice in
the literature, income is used as a measure of the opportunity cost of
time in our empirical analysis. A conﬁdence variable available from
the CV survey measures the strength of tastes or preferences. Our
main objective is to ascertain to what extent the money price (bid),
income and preferences have an impact on people's choices.
Finally, the role of the opportunity cost of time can be related to a
more general, formal analysis, presented by Hanemann (2005). If
there is a time constraint (or other linear constraints) in addition to a
budget constraint, the constraint makes the own price derivative of
demand smaller in absolute value when it is included in a utility
maximization problem than when it is omitted. This is an important
ﬁnding to be borne in mind when policy instruments are chosen or
when their effectiveness is evaluated.
2.2. Functional Form
The Box–Cox transformation is a useful means to determine an
appropriate functional form for an econometric model (Box and Cox,

